2-22-2019 Auraria Tri-Institutional Advising Summit – Survey Results
1. Which institution are you with? CCD – 22; CU Denver - 35; MSUD – 24; TOTAL – 81
2. How RELEVANT to your work with students was the information presented today?
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3. Rate how VALUABLE to your work with students the following elements were:
The overall Summit
1-Not at all
valuable
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Information from CDHE (Kim Poast)
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Update on College Affordability Fund (Nate Cadena)
3.9
1-Not at all
valuable
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3

DEAN - DDP Update (Jennifer Superka)
1-Not at all
valuable
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Student Panel
4.6
1-Not at all
valuable
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Interactive Session - working through questions with people at my table
4.3
1-Not at all
valuable

2

3

4

5-Extremely
valuable

4. TRUE/FALSE
Attending the Summit will help me better guide students through transfer

NO ANSWER
NOT SURE 1%
17%
FALSE
5%
TRUE
77%

Attending the Summit has helped me make connections with my colleagues at the other institutions

NOT SURE
6%

TRUE
94%

I will be able to use the information provided at the Summit in my work with students

NOT SURE
16%
FALSE
4%
TRUE
80%

I better understand how the 3 Auraria Campus institutions work together

NOT SURE
15%
FALSE
6%

TRUE
79%

5. What would you like to see at the next Tri-I?
If it is at all possible to have clarity/more simplicity on the higher ed/higher level updates. Enrollment
versus retention discussions around the systemic nature of our challenges. How do we improve on
these opposing agendas? We had student input about onboarding NSO and how that was not
effective for her.
Booklet with dates of transfer info and scholarship area offices for department advisors.
Sitting assignments based upon counterpart for our majors/student service programs. Require
advisors to bring their program requirements for transfer in courses for their counterparts.
Student panel great - I'm wondering about an advisor panel? Made up of folks from all 3 institutions.
Or maybe set us with our pathways counterparts!
We need to share business cards. Should be mandatory. I love my students. But the staff is just as
essential to student success. Didn't enjoy hearing that if we are not here for students we should reevaluate ourselves. More appreciation for us we are underpaid and overworked. Overall loved the
event.
More of same
It would be nice to be able to meet by department to give all institutions updates on programs. Break
out sessions? Full day training?
More movement, more mixing. Assigned tables, really?? :-\
I thought this was well organized
More state and local higher education admin and influencers. A special speaker 15-10, a motivational
speaker
More collaboration time across institutions (less presentations or more spread out between
collaboration/conversations). You could include networking within specific programs. At least once
per year for Tri-I.
Meeting with pathway advisors from each college to talk about the work being done by DEAN/8semester plans work completed. What does it look like in your institution?
I would like to discuss ways to make the connection with our advisors who serve/advise over our
special programs at CCD. Usually we serve a variety of students, so being able to bridge those gaps for
our advisors who serve in those positions would be great information to pass onto our students.
HOW… we know why. Let's discuss unpacking the elements involved in the Equity Gaps. How do we
approach and provide resources needed in classrooms, offices, as well as training professionals for
reaching and affecting our students.
More students involved, diverse voices, diverse experiences, all institutions on campus. Observation:
no African/Black students on panel. What is their experience?
Introduction by those attending would be good. Names to faces could be a good thing to know.
Contact list of attendees including their roles. Each institution should present an overview of their
advising structure.
The networking is useful. We need a listserv to also share information. The higher level information
doesn't really affect my everyday life. I have very little influence over policy and procedures change.
More student panel questions.
More brainstorming sessions and opportunities to connect and share ideas. Group tables by like
services to collaborate on how we can best support one another (business advisors, transfer advisors,
arts advisors, etc.)
The student panel was great, however I think it is important to leave time for us to get to ask
questions.

More discussion, Q&A with student panelists.
Sign up for a listserv. Share tools/handouts that communicate how we work with students. Posterpresentation?
Opportunity to connect with other advisors who advise same pathway.
As a graduate advisor, much of the information presented didn't directly apply to graduate students. I
enjoyed the presentations and discussions even though they didn't directly apply to my students.
Chance to learn more about transfer process at each school and how we can work together… maybe
hear from transfer advisors. DSF campus advisors talk more about that they do at each campus.
Time to ask our own questions to the student panel. Maybe more time with group discussions. Sit
with other advisors from same department (business with business) for part of the day?
Longer student panel so open questions from staff at the end can happen. Leaving with a kind of
phone/email tree for who to contact from each school and for each department. (i.e. CLAs from
Metro, etc.)
The opportunity to meet advisors in the same field in the other institutions.
More student feedback. Perhaps 1 or 2 students per table.
General list of attendees including who does what and where and contact info. (or a way to share that
info widely for those wanting to share/connect) Thank you!
Loved the networking opportunities and informative policy presentations/discussions. Would love to
see more of both at the next Tri-I
CCD transfer students representing the CU Denver experience. (And actual transfer, not a concurrent
enrollment student.) More time to talk at table. Email list so we can do referrals (or listserv) - sooner
than 1 year.
Input from Admissions offices re: timelines, requirements, communication, etc.
More students and opportunities to talk with them at each table.
Hearing from students! Great strength of today's Summit! Maybe put programs/majors from each
institution together? Talking about transfer was great! Getting a rough agenda in advance.
More student interaction (if possible)
More development of plans to move forward with some of this work.
Would like more higher-level admin from each institution to attend.
Loved the Tri-Institutional conference and the efficient program timeline (morning to lunch). For next
Tri-I, I would like to see topics on pipeline for international students or career pipelines for jobs for
students post 2/4 yr degrees. Where do students go? (stay in state or move?) Esp. from CDHE and
CDE
More work on collaboration, Looking at existing procedures and policies/establishing stronger
connection/communications across the different campuses --- a student's transfer.
A business card exchange session/introduction sessions. Name tags for people who did not RSVP.
Intentionality. Purpose-driven discussions about high impact practices. Advisor discussions about
implementing the above concepts.
Not sure how the 3 institutions work together. While I appreciate meeting different people from
different departments, I would really like to also be seated with my counterparts since I don't know
how to find them.
Include 1-hour breakout sessions form CU/MSUD advisors to share with the CCD advisors regarding
program changes (e.g. STEM program changes/updates). Please have more leadership present for the
whole event. Were they here to listen to student panelists?

I would prefer to have these summits begin at 9am. Students at the tables (they can rotate if not
enough of them). An update on the possibility of sharing student records on Auraria/between CCCS
and 4-years.
The student panel was my favorite part. I would like for this to be a bi-annual event. I've been on
campus for several years and this is the first time I've heard about this event. I would like to see some
of the ideas we talked about come to fruition. Maybe a planning Tri-I.
Student panel was great. I think it is a great component to remind us how we positively and
negatively impact them. Thanks for lunch and breakfast!
Definitely a student panel to get feedback. Consistent platform for collaborations to occur. Identify
the main purpose/objective for coming together. Consider organizing a Tri-Institution transfer fair.
Recommend bringing business cards to network. Thank you for breakfast and lunch!
I did not actually meet everyone at my table - final session helped - because we were not engaged at
the beginning. I'm glad we had student input and would like that to continue.
Group tables by school and by departments so that each academic discipline can meet together with
their peers form each school.
Improve audio and visual access. <couldn't decipher>
Having advisors meet with their counterparts.

